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Inspiration  
Starts here
Expert ideas to lay the groundwork 
for your dream project.

Patio - Industria Slab     |     Banding - Victorien Paver
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A crafty combination of cozy-chic features 

converts a standard space into a magical 

place. Soothing water features, a welcoming 

fire pit, a sitting wall and classic privacy 

fence all add to an allure that inspires you to 

linger longer.

After: Fire pit - Prescott Wall     |     Patio - Aberdeen Slab    |     Water  feature & Seating wall - Mini-Creta Wall

After: Path - Borealis Slab     |     Trim - Antika Paver     |     Plant Bed - Borealis Wall

Before

Before

Street 
smart

Taking it to 
the next level

Hang a welcome 

sign of a different 

kind with a standout 

paving stone 

treatment that adds 

value to your home. 

Wood’s good, but 

with maintenance-

free Borealis slab you 

can bet on a wood-

like look that stands 

the test of time.
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From the ground up

Dreaming of transforming that 

outdoor area into a lovely, livable 

oasis? A clever expansion and 

thoughtful infrastructure upgrades 

your backyard fantasy into a show-

stopping space. Pool to patio has 

never looked more inviting than 

with a two-level expansion that’s 

entertainment-ready from top to 

bottom. Poolside, Mista permeable 

pavement stones are an easy-care 

replacement for grass that also 

eliminate water accumulation. 

After: Patio - Mista Permeable Paver 

Before After: Patio - Mista Permeable Paver 
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Feature focus

Want a pool but 
have no space?

When your dreams of an in-ground pool outsize your space, a compact 

dipping pool is as refreshing as a cool drink. A small yard can be 

outfitted with statement slabs to maximize looks with minimal space.

Patio - Aberdeen Slab

Floor - Blu Grande Smooth Slab     |     Walls /Fire Pit - Graphix Wall & Bullnose Grande Cap     |     Steps - Bullnose Grande Cap

The soothing 
sound of water

It’s no secret that flowing water soothes the 

soul. Set the stage for complete relaxation 

with the addition of an eye-catching water 

feature using any of our wall collections.

Water feature - Raffinato Wall     |     Patio - Blu Grande Slab
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Set the stage for relaxing by the pool or creating a family friendly zone for the 

summer. Eye catching slabs are the perfect backdrop for your great escape. For 

a complete look, add lush greenery to your poolside with flower beds that blend 

seemlessly with your patio flooring.

Poolside bliss
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Al fresco dining

You’ll never have too many chefs in the kitchen when entertaining 

in a family functional outdoor cuisine. When planning your outdoor 

kitchen placement, make sure its close to the house entrance. This 

will minimize the distance and travel time from A to B, allowing you 

to spend more time with your guests. 

Grill island & Bar - Brandon Wall     |     Patio -  Borealis Slab 

Grill island & Bar - Raffinato Wall     |     Patio -  Travertina Raw Slab Grill island & Bar - Borealis Wall     |     Patio -  Travertina Raw Slab 
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Adding 
ambiance

Put a twist on the traditional fire 

pit with a custom creation. This 

perfect gathering point will not 

only draw a crowd but inevitably 

extend your seasons. Cozy up 

your space with some comfy 

seating and outdoor cushions to 

design your very own outdoor 

room with a view.

Top: Fire pit - Prescott 

Patio - Blu Slate Slab, Antika Paver

Bottom: Fire pit - Custom Raffinato Wall 

Patio - Travertina Raw Slab

Fire pit - Graphix Wall     |     Patio - Ocean Grande Slab

How to plan your backyard 
landscape renovation
Get the Ultimate Backyard Planning Guide

This guide breaks down the steps to a well-planned  

& successful landscape renovation. Learn the questions you 

should be asking, what to watch out for and the tips that will 

make you an educated customer.

Start planning your backyard! Visit techo-bloc.com/guide

We’ll help you
Make your wish list

Find the right pro

Breakdown your budget

And much, much more!



R E D E F I N I N G  L A N D S C A P E  P R O D U C T S

techo-bloc.com   |   1 877-832-4625

Serving over 750 specialty landscape retailers throughout North America 
Visit techo-bloc.com to find the nearest one.


